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Data Release: Housing starts rise to 946k (annualized) units in March  

 Housing starts rose to 946k (annualized) units in March, well below the 970k reading expected by 
surveyed economists. February’s initial reading of 907k was revised up to 920k.  

 Building permits declined by 24k, falling to 990k in March.   

 The gains for total housing starts were entirely due single-unit structures, which advanced by 36k 
units to 635k, up from the previous month’s reading of 599k units. Multifamily starts fell by 10k 
units to 311k, from the 321k recorded in February.  

 Regionally, construction activity was up in the Northeast (115k from 88k) and the Midwest (144k 
from 87k), but declined across the south (477k from 525k) and West (210k from 220k). 

Key Implications 
 

 While this morning’s release came in well below the consensus forecast, positive revisions to 
February’s initial reading helped to somewhat soften the blow. Moreover, the fact that all of 
March’s gains came out of the Northeast and Midwest, supports the view that the recent 
slowdown in construction activity was mainly weather related. 

 Despite moving lower, housing permits still remain just shy of the 1 million mark, with the 6-month 
moving average – a better measure of the underlying momentum – having pushed higher in each 
of the last two months. Taken this alongside an improving sentiment among home builders in 
April – as evidenced by yesterday’s release of the National Association of Home Builders index –
  bodes well for continued  strength in construction activity. 

 Between rising mortgage rates, tighter lending regulations, and an unseasonably cold winter, 
there is no question that the housing recovery has taken its fair share of lumps over the past ten 
months. However, the spring thaw should prove to be much kinder to the ongoing recovery. With 
housing construction still 60% below demographically suggested levels, new and existing home 
inventories dwindling, and affordability remaining high, we continue to look for housing starts to 
breach the 1.2 million mark by year-end.   
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